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Abstract: There is a gap between experiment and theory in quantum mechanics. On 
paper, quantum observables collapse to sharp states instantaneously, as soon as there 
is a possibility of extracting “information”. In real life, experimenters have to wait until 
the wave-function evolves to acquire sharp states, or they have to modify the physical 
context. Furthermore, the general perception is that quanta reveal component 
properties (with corresponding “histories”) during collapse, whereas they always 
express the local net state of the wave-function in any experiment. This discrepancy is 
due to the fact that operator algebra is too abstract. It gives correct predictions, but 
leaves out the transient details of the wave-like processes behind quantum phenomena. 
This oversimplification is the reason for the measurement problem, and ultimately for 
the EPR paradox. If the theory is expanded to include the “irrelevant” physical details, 
then many conceptual complications can be avoided, including the problem of non-
locality. Furthermore, this conclusion entails new ways to violate Bell’s inequality, with 
pairs of variables that are not otherwise expected to do that. 
 
Introduction: 
Quantum mechanics can be described as “too non-local” and “not non-local enough” at the same time. 
On the one hand, “mechanical” approaches do not seem to work in this field, because quantum 
phenomena are expected to include action-at-a-distance. On the other hand, “telepathic” approaches 
do not go very far either, because quantum interactions are determined to be non-signaling. Thus, 
quantum mechanics is hard to interpret, because it is too inconsistent. The problem is not that scientists 
disagree on intuitions (although, of course, they do). The real challenge is to sort the details into a 
coherent story – any kind of story. It would be easy if microscopic phenomena were classical, and it 
would be just as easy if they were clearly non-classical. Unfortunately, no alternative is able to prevail 
with undisputable finality. Perhaps, as many people say, “Nature is telling us something” through this 
confusion. Perhaps, the Universe itself is inconsistent in its laws? Yet, this is not a compelling suggestion, 
because the formalism of quantum mechanics is famous for its precision and consistency. When 
relevant equations are derived, there are no contradictions. It is only at the stage of translation from 
abstract concepts into plain words that we find ourselves stumbling. Why is that? 
In order to express the meaning of an equation, we need to look at the context in which it works. 
Abstract relationships apply to many conceivable processes, but only one can be directly relevant. Yet, 
quantum mechanics was developed without access to the “underlying reality”. Hence, the gap between 
unobservable causal processes and observable outcomes was bridged by a set of assumptions inherited 
from classical mechanics. In particular, the process of linear wave superposition can be analyzed in two 
alternative ways, due to its fundamental symmetry. It can be captured with the dynamic method of 
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Huygens and Fresnel (very hard to calculate), or it can be avoided with the stationary method of ray 
tracing (very easy). For practical reasons, the easy shortcut became the norm, and the physical reality of 
microscopic interference – as a rule of thumb – was widely dismissed. This tradition impacted the 
development of quantum mechanics in two ways. On the one hand, it made it hard to interpret several 
important phenomena (especially quantum interference). On the other hand, it encouraged the 
development of the quantum formalism along the same lines of abstraction, in which the process 
behind the emergence of wave-like states was ignored, and measurement results appeared to 
materialize spontaneously. This allowed for other assumptions to grow into perceived facts. As a result, 
many putative details of quantum phenomena are currently taken for granted, even though some of 
them are falsified by the evidence and/or contradict theoretical findings. In short, this branch of physics 
is incomplete in a subtle way, because it gives accurate final predictions, while being out of touch with 
reality at the intermediate stages of analysis, where there is too much room for quantitative ambiguity. 
The most glaring misconception in quantum mechanics is that physical properties “collapse” at the 
moment of measurement. For example, quanta are supposed to acquire sharp momentum states 
because they are measured for this property. Had they been measured for position, they would have 
lost their momentum sharpness and spontaneously acquired position sharpness. It sounds as if different 
devices are used for each property, and quanta change their profile on the spot, as if they “know” which 
device is going to be used. In actuality, both measurements can be performed with the same event 
counter (Fig.1). The detector is physically moved from a location in which the wave-function predicts a 
sharp momentum spectrum (and a wide position spectrum) to a location with sharp position spectrum 
(and wide momentum spectrum) [1]. It is impossible for a quantum to switch spectral profiles at the 
same location, unless the wave-function is physically altered (as it is done, for example, in the case of 
photon polarization). In other words, measurements 
track and expose quantum properties as they 
evolve. They do not force them to “become real”. 
A similar problem is the widespread belief that 
quantum properties are governed by “fundamental 
uncertainty”. This is different from the classically 
“probabilistic” nature of quantum events, resulting 
from the limited ability of human observers to 
predict measurement outcomes. Instead, this 
concept applies to the objective aspects of quanta, 
even if they are not measured. For instance, non-
commuting properties obey Niels Bohr’s 
“complementarity” principle [2]. This forces quanta 
to behave as if they are in many states at the same 
time, at least for one variable. More exactly, single 
particles express the joint effect of many states in 
superposition. Indeed, quanta always reflect the net 
state of the wave-function at the location of their 
detection. When their properties are sharp, it simply 
means that the wave-function has evolved to have a 
narrow spectrum at such a point. (As suggested in 
Fig.1: Wave-property evolution. Complementary 
wave properties cannot become sharp at the same 
time. As seen in this optical imaging set-up, the 
spectrum of momentum is narrow in the focal plane 
(where all the rays with the same direction converge), 
and the spectrum of position is sharp in the image 
plane (where all the rays from the same source-point 
converge). Both properties can be confirmed in the 
quantum regime, by moving an event counter from 
one plane to the other. NB: the rays only capture the 
macroscopic geometry of the wave-front. Quantum 
paradoxes emerge if they are assumed to represent 
microscopic “modes of propagation”. 
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the previous paragraph, a “quantum measurement” is an observation at such a special place). It is in the 
nature of superposition to produce net states with various spectral width, because input components 
can act in unison or cancel out, depending on their relative phase. This is a basic property of wave-front 
evolution, at any level of analysis. Yet, this entails that quantum variables express “collective certainty”, 
not “individual uncertainty”, with regard to their values. It cannot be the case that only one spectral 
component is real, with some degree of ignorance as to which one it is. Instead, we must assume that all 
of those (virtual) components act at the same time, in order to arrive at correct predictions. 
Another troublesome misconception is that quantum correlations defy the principles of classical physics. 
Allegedly, entangled quanta should evolve independently from each other. If so, their high degree of 
correlation is a “big surprise” that can only be explained by non-local collapse. Unfortunately, this belief 
is totally independent from the actual argument behind the EPR paradox [3]. When two quanta are 
produced from a common state, it is logically necessary for them to be correlated, if the principle of 
energy conservation is assumed to be valid. Their total energy is a given. Therefore, if one of them is 
determined by measurement, the other one is immediately known as well. It simply cannot be the case 
that quantum correlations require non-locality. The concept of “spooky action at a distance” was 
introduced for a different reason altogether. The correlations between entangled quanta enable 
scientists to determine remotely one of two incompatible properties. If both of these properties can 
collapse in the same region, as suggested by the Copenhagen interpretation, then the unmeasured 
quantum cannot have non-commuting properties. In other words, the concept of non-locality was 
introduced as an attempt to preserve the validity of Bohr’s complementarity in this thought experiment. 
Its function was to explain the implied disappearance of correlation for one conjugated property, when 
the other is subjected to observation.  
Remarkably, “action-at-a-distance” only helps to patch the interpretation for the original EPR scenario in 
which one quantum is detected and the other is not. In the Copenhagen interpretation, unmeasured 
systems are presumed to have undefined properties. As soon as one partner is measured, the other 
must be free to “flip” its spectrum accordingly. This is because non-commuting properties belong to 
incompatible physical profiles. The remote particle has to remain correlated with the one that is 
detected, but it cannot know in advance which variable is about to collapse. In order to avoid an implied 
violation of complementarity, both particles must be presumed to collapse, when only one of them is 
observed. This way, non-locality appears to solve the EPR paradox. In contrast, when both quanta are 
measured simultaneously for different properties, and non-commutativity is still established, then the 
paradox is restored. For instance, a measurement of position on quantum A should force both partners 
to collapse to sharp states for position. A measurement of momentum on quantum B should have a 
similar non-local effect. If two variables have sharp states at the same time, then they must commute. 
Yet, they cannot commute, because they violate Bell’s inequality [4-8]. Ergo, we have a scenario in which 
complementarity appears to apply and to not apply at the same time. This is an obvious interpretive 
contradiction with serious implications. It shows that quantum mechanics remains paradoxical (and 
therefore incomplete), even if “spooky” phenomena are allowed to exist. It also raises the question: 
how to interpret Bell’s inequality? If it is not the boundary of locality, then what does it do? 
The standard interpretation of Bell’s Theorem [9] is explained by its historical context. Specifically, it 
broke new ground in the sphere of correlation theory, before it was possible to compare (or even 
consider) alternative explanations. The so-called locality criterion, used by Bell for his theorem, 
identified probabilistic inseparability as a marker for non-locality. As it is well known, the joint 
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probability of multiple events is not always factorable into individual states. When this happens to be 
the case in a single population, one might assume the reality of interference. If two states are connected 
by a mechanical process, then interference is local. If they cannot be related by a physical mechanism, 
then interference is non-local. The question is: can we have inseparability between remote events 
without non-locality? The answer is positive. Incompatible properties of a single object need to be 
measured at different locations, and therefore produce remote events. The latter can be statistically 
inseparable. Yet, the evolution between such events is local, when it applies to the evolution of variables 
that belong to the same object. Unfortunately, some objects cannot be measured twice. Instead, they 
have to be cloned, enabling multiple observations over the same starting conditions. If two qualities of a 
single system are inseparable by default, then the joint probability of one of them (measured locally) 
with the copy of the other (measured remotely, in the identical twin) is also inseparable. Statistical 
coefficients are blind to their historical details. Therefore, non-locality is not a necessary condition for 
inseparability. Moreover, it is also possible for a non-local connection to exist when two remote events 
have a separable probability. Copenhagen-style interpretations allow for this in the case of commuting 
properties. Ergo, non-locality is neither necessary, nor sufficient for a violation of Bell’s inequality. In 
contrast, quantum superposition is shown by modern theory to be both necessary and sufficient for this 
result [10], and it is unavoidable in the case of non-commuting variables [11]. This means that quantum 
mechanics in general, and Bell’s Theorem in particular, can work without any reference to non-locality. 
Surprisingly, this conclusion also entails the possibility of violating Bell’s inequality with non-
complementary variables, if superposition effects are still unavoidable. 
To sum up, the study of quantum phenomena is riddled with misconceptions. Yet, all of these problems 
have one thing in common: they are reducible to instances in which the theory, the experiment, and 
especially the interpretation were unwittingly distorted in order to accommodate the presumption of 
spontaneous collapse. This common thread makes it possible to initiate a conceptual “chain-reaction” in 
quantum mechanics, by reconsidering the sources of the measurement problem and its implications. As 
will be shown below, it is natural for all types of waves to have non-commuting properties, and it is 
necessary for these qualities to acquire sharp spectra at different stages of propagation. This means that 
quantum properties can be explained with classical analogies, if they are described as transient net 
states of linear superposition. If this process of evolution is acknowledged as an essential part of the 
theory, then quantum mechanics can become complete. 
 
No collapse – no measurement problem 
The properties of a quantum are determined by the wave-function. The properties of the wave-
function are determined by the superposition of input components. Superposition entails 
interference. Sometimes interference produces sharp states. These outcomes are 
quantitatively similar, but physically different from the spectral components of a preceding 
complex state. Wave-functions do not collapse to sharp values. They simply evolve to become 
sharp, as predicted by classical wave dynamics. 
The measurement problem can be summarized as follows. The evolution of a quantum state across time 
is predicted by a deterministic and continuous wave-function. Yet, the observation of a quantum event 
is fundamentally unpredictable and discontinuous. Hence, the problem is to explain the transition from 
continuous evolution to the so-called discontinuous “collapse”. For clarity, the concept of collapse has 
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two meanings in quantum mechanics. The first one pertains to the “quantum problem”. For example, an 
electromagnetic wave-front is often assumed to have a uniform energy distribution in the cross-section, 
while the detection of this energy at low intensities results in the observation of discrete “clicks” (as if 
the front as a whole “collapses” to a point). This topic is very interesting on its own, but it is not relevant 
for this discussion. The second meaning concerns the jump from the description of a quantum as if it is 
“in many states at the same time” to a description as if it is “in one state at a time”. In other words, even 
if we assume the reality of quanta, we still have a discontinuity at the moment of measurement. Prior to 
observation, the wave-function contains a superposition of multiple states, even at fixed coordinates. 
After observation, it is supposed to contain a single pure state. This raises two questions. Firstly, how is 
it possible for a physical entity to be in many states at the same time? Secondly, how is it possible for 
such an entity to “switch” spontaneously to a single state? 
In the context of classical mechanics, no solid object can move in two directions at the same time. 
Therefore, no instantaneous state of motion can have a wide spectrum. However, every state of motion 
can be broken down into virtual components. After all, the future coordinates of an object are predicted 
by the vector sum of all the forces that act on it. When three forces act on a single body, it is – 
mathematically speaking – in three states at the same time. Yet, of course, these are not physical states. 
Moreover, the net state of force-vector superposition is another sharp vector. Things are a little more 
complicated when it comes to harmonic oscillations. On the one hand, classical media cannot oscillate in 
multiple directions at the same time. If a medium is continuous, it merely stretches in the direction of 
the net action. If the medium is molecular, individual molecules behave like other classical objects, and 
only move in one direction at the same time. On the other hand, it is common place for wave variables 
to have wide spectral structures. This demands an explanation. 
When it comes to waves, there is no transport of matter. A state of perturbation propagates, as the 
motion of one region in a classical medium is transferred to the adjacent regions. Yet, classical motion 
can only take place in one direction at a time. So, how is it possible for a complex state to emerge? The 
answer is that waves are not meant to describe instantaneous phenomena. They describe sustained 
patterns of oscillation, with real extension in time. Sometimes, these patterns are perfectly sinusoidal, 
which corresponds to a sharp spectral structure. Sometimes, these patterns are not so simple, and it 
takes a large number of sinusoidal components to capture their structure. In other words, the sinusoidal 
components (predicted via Fourier decomposition) have a virtual existence, just like the force vectors 
that act instantaneously on a classical body. The subtle essence of this process is that classical motion 
cannot be meaningfully separated into physically real instantaneous components. For example, consider 
an internal combustion engine with four cylinders. The output energy of this device is quantized, 
because it is produced at the rate of one explosion at a time. So, its amplitude is discrete. Nonetheless, 
the motion of the flywheel is continuous, and cannot be meaningfully separated into components from 
each cylinder. Yes, four pistons contribute, but motion – to put it crudely – is motion. Hence, four car 
wheels may get equal amounts of energy from the engine, but it is not meaningful to suggest that one 
wheel gets energy only from a specific cylinder. The net state alone is physically consequential, as it is 
modified and redistributed by the corresponding gears of the car. It is true that each piston makes its 
own individual contribution, but when the four components merge together on the driveshaft, only the 
net state can be real. In similar fashion, waves express sustained patterns of oscillation, and it is 
tempting to believe they are “in many states at a time”. Yet, instantaneous classical motion can only be 
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“in one state at a time”. That is why the net state of a classical wave should be described as real, and the 
spectral components that add up to that net state as virtual. 
Let us consider the superposition of two coherent transverse waves with orthogonal polarization in a 
classical medium. When two modes of action overlap onto a single point (say, a molecule), it cannot 
move in two directions at a time. So, it can only oscillate in the net direction. For example, if the waves 
are in phase, the net state will be linear in the diagonal plane [12]. Two modes of oscillation overlap, but 
the net state has a sharp spectral structure, because it is captured by a simple sinusoidal pattern. Note 
that the net state is sharp and real, but it is different from any of the two input states. In contrast, if the 
input waves are out of phase at the same point, then the net state of oscillation will be highly variable 
across time, as the input amplitudes rise and fall out of step. This is known as elliptical polarization. It 
can be represented as the sum of two different sinusoidal components. However, an infinite number of 
elliptical states are possible, as the phase delay between the components is gradually increased. If we 
expand the analysis from a point to a large volume of the medium, it should become apparent that the 
same wave-front can pass through many net states, with different spectral structure. Sometimes, it has 
wide spectra, and sometimes it has narrow spectra. This is an integral part of the process of wave-front 
evolution. It would be unnatural to describe the sharp states as “real” and the wide states as “not real”. 
Both types are real, because they unfold through instantaneous motion “in one state at a time”. Strictly 
speaking, all the waves are rapidly changing sequences of instantaneous motion. The qualitative 
difference between sharp (mono-sinusoidal) and wide (multi-sinusoidal) spectra is purely analytical. 
Surprisingly, this conclusion entails that waves are not mutually transparent, despite the apparent 
evidence to the contrary. In other words, if two polarized beams intersect – they only appear to go 
through each other. The two output beams are quantitatively identical to the input beams, but they 
have to be physically different, because their energy merged and got redistributed in the interference 
volume. The same logic applies to the double-slit experiment with coherent light beams: the fringes are 
real, and then they evolve into a split projection, as if they never happened. Intuitively, this often sounds 
impossible, because the human eye does not perceive the phases of light in a stable fringe pattern. A 
projection with “stripes” – it seems – should keep on growing like that forever. Nonetheless, the known 
outcome is predicted with precision by the Huygens-Fresnel method, in which the phase details are 
taken into account [13]. This conclusion is also confirmed by holographic methods. For example, a 
holographic slide looks featureless, somewhat like a cloud, when seen with the naked eye. Yet, when 
illuminated by a single coherent beam, it generates a projection that grows into a vivid 3D image [14]. 
Furthermore, the hologram of a two-beam interference pattern can grow into a split projection, as if 
two beams “passed through each other”, even though the input beams are no longer there [15]. In 
other words, it is both a theoretical and an experimental fact that the net state of interference fringes 
(treated as real) can develop into double-beam projections. It may seem astounding that waves can 
“regenerate” themselves like that – especially at levels that are seen in modern applications with 
massive de-multiplexing [16] – but this is the only plausible scenario in classical physics. At the 
microscopic level, the idea that waves can go through each other does not work, because it depends on 
the reality of motion in multiple directions at the same time. This is what makes this concept so slippery: 
a wave is in one instantaneous state at a time when it is presumed to be in many extended states a time. 
If the reality of the net state is denied (because of the fear that it expresses “many states at the same 
time”), then the ironic effect is to suggest that instantaneous motion has to be “in many states at a 
time”. Sooner or later, analytical outcomes have to be reduced to the behavior of physical systems. 
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Consequently, the solution to the “many states” 
problem is to assume that the single net state is 
real, and that the numerous spectral components 
that make it up are virtual. 
Though, what does it mean for a state to be 
“virtual”? The greatest temptation is to assume 
that it is still “real” in some sense. After all, a 
complex wave can be sent through a 
spectroscope, effectively breaking it down into 
real constituents. Doesn’t this prove that spectral 
components exist inside a complex state? This 
temptation is very hard to resist, especially 
because of the influence of geometrical methods 
(in particular, ray tracing) in classical wave 
analysis. Yet, the simple answer is “NO”, because 
waves describe states of motion on a classical 
medium, and there is no sense in which the 
motion of those components can be physically 
enacted. In order to understand the propagation 
of waves, it is not helpful to use geometric 
methods. Only the Huygens-Fresnel approach is 
able to predict the details of this process, under 
the assumption that every point on a wave-front 
is a source of secondary wavelets. Intuitively, 
this can be visualized in terms of molecules, 
surrounded by fields (Fig.2). When a molecule is 
displaced, it pushes on the neighboring particles 
in the direction of motion, producing a wavelet. 
These molecules can only express the local net 
state of the wave. In other words, the complex states from different points overlap onto single points of 
the next front-line, creating a novel net state. In this process of local superposition, a different state 
emerges at every step, because some phases of instantaneous action get reinforced and others get 
cancelled by interference. This gradual process of evolution can lead to states that are maximally wide, 
or maximally sharp, depending on the details of the context as a whole. It is never the case that isolated 
components “travel across”. Accordingly, if the sharp output states are mathematically equivalent to the 
spectral components of intervening complex states, they are not physically identical. They should be 
described as “created” outputs, rather than “exposed” inputs. 
In contrast, the mainstream approach to wave propagation is to assume that interference is an illusion. 
Input components are expected to pass (like rays) through each other, with interference fringes as a 
collective effect [17]. If net states are not “real”, then microscopic measurements are expected to reveal 
only simple components. Therefore, a “quantum measurement” is an attempt to reveal those “hidden” 
elements. This means that every complex state of a quantum wave-function is dismissed as “not real”, 
and only sharp observations are treated as “measurement outcomes”. In other words, the 
Fig.2: Huygens-Fresnel diffraction at the molecular level. 
Intuitively, every point in a wave-front is a source of 
secondary wavelets, because it is populated by a molecule. 
When displaced, each molecule acts on its neighbors, 
spreading the perturbation. It is inevitable that many 
molecules act on a single point at the same time, but the 
target cannot move in several instantaneous directions. It 
can only respond to the net state (i.e., the vector sum) of all 
of those influences. If all the effects cancel out, the molecule 
does not move at all, and the energy is redistributed 
elsewhere. If they are out-of-phase, the molecule expresses 
a rapidly variable pattern of oscillation. There is no law 
against complex patterns of motion. On the contrary, it is a 
violation of classical principles to assume that a real object 
can move in several directions at the same time. 
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measurement problem is caused and maintained by an excessively narrow definition of the word 
“measurement”. Complex states of a wave-function are also candidates for observation. Yet, they are 
treated as something “weird” in this context, and the only way to make them sharp again is to invoke 
the reality of a process of “collapse”. The implied purpose of measurement is not to reveal the state of a 
wave-front, but rather to find a way to expose its hidden “real” constituents. This confusion is made 
possible by the remarkable ability of waves to produce inputs and outputs that are quantitatively 
identical to each other. When these states are connected by arrows, the motivation to calculate the 
intervening process of evolution is lost. Yet, this reliance on quantitative shortcuts made it possible to 
forget the classical physical principles that underlie the process of wave propagation. To this day, it is 
often unthinkable that sharp states could be an objective result of interference. 
A possible reason to resist this conclusion is wave-particle duality. Perhaps, one can accept the reality of 
waves with complex spectra, but how can a particle be “in many states at the same time”? In what way 
is it possible to describe this as a classical process? The answer is to consider the experience of a surfer 
on a real ocean surface. If the athlete catches a wave that later overlaps with another wave, what is the 
most likely outcome? If the surfer continued to feel the effect of the original wave, wouldn’t that be 
weird? An ocean surface can only sustain the net state of superposition. The board is only able to follow 
the instantaneous profile of the water surface. The surfer can only react to a new reality in which the 
slope and the speed of the underlying crest is a product of superposition. For the same reason, it is not 
“weird” for a quantum particle to follow the net state of a pilot-wave, even when the latter is in a 
complex state. In the double-slit experiment, it is just as natural for quanta to bunch intro fringes, as it is 
for them to separate into different beams afterwards. They do not need to “know” anything. They just 
need to “surf” the net state of the hypothetical wave-front, described by the quantum wave-function. 
Of course, we have no visual cues about the true nature of quanta and their “pilot-waves”, but this 
concern is irrelevant here. The main finding is that known quantum properties can be explained with 
plausible concepts from classical physics, without losing faith in the ability of human minds to 
understand the Laws of Nature. 
To sum up, the measurement problem is the symptom of an unfinished revolution. Classical approaches 
to wave behavior insisted on the reality of input components. In contrast, quantum mechanics was 
forced to accept the reality of superposition. Yet, the old ideas were preserved as well, producing an 
interpretive conflict. The concept of “collapse” is the embodiment of this effort to have it both ways: to 
treat interference as “real” when detected, and “not real” in all other cases. Though, it was not so much 
a solution, as it was a living reminder of the problem. The question was always there: how is it possible 
for a wave-function to collapse? The answer is that it is not possible. The source of confusion is the 
quantitative identity between the input components of complex states and the sharp profiles of simple 
outputs. Accordingly, the key is to acknowledge that wave-fronts do not collapse into sharp spectra, but 
rather evolve to acquire them at the level of the net state. The unifying solution is to declare that 
interference is always real. The quantum wave-function evolves without discontinuity. 
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No measurement problem – no EPR paradox 
Non-commuting wave properties (such as position and momentum) can only become sharp 
one at a time. If a sharp state of momentum is real, then a sharp state of position does not 
exist. The second property can only evolve to become sharp in a different context. This applies 
in equal measure to quantum wave-functions. It is impossible to observe or determine the 
reality of sharp states for two non-commuting variables at the same time. That is why 
conjoined quanta cannot be forced to violate complementarity, even implicitly. Without the 
assumption of collapse, there is no EPR paradox. 
Geometrical wave analysis in classical physics entailed that superposition is a collective phenomenon. 
When two beams overlap, they are presumed to act independently, producing the appearance of 
energy redistribution. Eventually, they separate without consequence, because they “really” pass 
through each other unperturbed. Furthermore, if electromagnetic waves are made of quanta, then 
photons should also express this behavior. In other words, detected photons are supposed to carry 
“path knowledge” after interference, because they follow straight trajectories (depicted with rays). 
Fringes may exist in the interference volume, but only because many photons act on the same detector 
at the same time. Had it been possible to detect the photons one at a time, they would surely display 
flat distributions, without any hint of interference! It is hard to imagine, with modern knowledge, the 
shock that had to take place when this expectation was falsified by experimental observations. Still, the 
outcome of this discovery – the Bohr-Einstein debates about the nature of quantum behavior – is 
essential knowledge for any student of physics. 
Niels Bohr was probably the first to embrace the fundamental reality of microscopic interference in the 
double-slit experiment. Yet, beam separation after overlap was equally obvious. So, he decided to leave 
classical interpretations unchallenged, and to invent special laws for the behavior of quanta. At the 
macroscopic level, it is possible to observe interference and beam separation in one view. At the 
microscopic level, such observations are incompatible. Moreover, it seemed impossible to separate the 
effect of observers from the qualities of observed objects. That is why he postulated the principle of 
contextual reality [18]. Interference is real when the photons are detected in the volumes of overlap. 
Straight propagation is real when they are detected beyond such volumes. Unfortunately, this created a 
paradox. A photon could not have known in advance how it was going to be measured. Therefore, once 
emitted, it was likely to experience interference and not to experience it at the same time. Einstein 
could not accept this contradiction, and suggested that no other scientist should. (“Does the Moon exist 
only when we look at it?” [19]) Yet, Bohr came up with a loophole: rational contradictions only matter if 
they correspond to empirical contradictions. Incompatible measurements could not be performed over 
the same object. Therefore, it was never the case that a physical description of an observed quantum 
entailed a paradox. Instead of questioning Nature, human rationality should be in doubt. 
A few years later, Einstein and Schrödinger found a weakness in this argument [20]. The purpose of a 
quantum measurement was to create knowledge about the state of a system. Yet, sometimes it was 
possible to acquire such knowledge without direct intervention. For example, if two quanta are perfectly 
identical, then measuring one is enough to determine the states of both. If a property is known with 
precision, then it has to be treated as real, even if it is not directly observed. Eventually, Einstein, 
Podolsky and Rosen used this criterion to attack the Copenhagen interpretation [3]. As they explained in 
their landmark paper, correlated quantum systems could be used to study incompatible states of a 
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single quantum. Indeed, the description of such quanta entailed a paradox. If the sharp values of two 
non-commuting variables are inferred for a single entity, then it has to experience two incompatible 
histories at the same time. In other words, the contradiction was not merely rational. It had to apply to 
the physical description of a quantum, as established by empirical evidence. This result undermined 
Bohr’s loophole and strongly suggested that the work of physicists was not over. If they could not 
explain quantum properties without paradox, then they had to go back to the drawing board. 
An obvious feature of these founding debates is that quanta were discussed by analogy with classical 
particles. A classical object must have sharp momentum and position at all times. Therefore, it was a big 
puzzle that such properties should be incompatible in quantum mechanics. At first, the culprit was 
sought in the process of detection. The perceived issue was not that properties existed one at a time, 
but rather that they could not be revealed at the same time. When a detector can resolve one property, 
it is unable to resolve the other. Accordingly, complementarity was often treated as an epistemic, rather 
than an ontic principle. If one of two non-commuting properties is known, then the other is necessarily 
unknown. For this reason, it seemed that quantum mechanics cannot be more than a theory of 
measurement. If it actually captured the essence of reality with its principles, then paradoxes were 
inevitable, because properties that were expected to commute for particles were consistently described 
as non-commuting for quanta. In contrast, today we know that quantum detectors do not reveal 
particles properties. They reveal particle coordinates. By themselves, detection events are meaningless. 
Only a large distribution of them is useful, because it captures the profile of the wave-function that 
determines their coordinates. The best analogy, again, is that of surfers in the ocean. A thrill seeker will 
not be able to catch the waves with small amplitude, and will surf the taller ones instead. A higher 
amplitude corresponds to a higher probability of detecting a surfer. Conversely, a large distribution of 
surfing “events” can be used to confirm the profile of a stable wave pattern. Thus, quantum detectors 
reveal wave properties, even if they are assumed to interact with particles. This means that quantum 
mechanics is a wave theory. The future state of a quantum is determined by a wave process – not a 
particle process. That is why it is incorrect to use particle analogies for the assessment of it concepts. 
When it comes to waves, non-commutativity is the norm, rather than the exception. As a matter of 
principle, any wave property can be expressed in terms of its Fourier transform. Consequently, any wave 
variable can have a canonical conjugate, and no value can be meaningfully separated from its Fourier 
transform. To demand for both properties to have a sharp spectrum at the same time, is to ask for a 
contradiction in terms. For example, consider the relationship between the structures of a pulse in the 
time-domain and in the frequency domain. A sharp pulse is the result of interference between many 
input frequencies. With each new component that is added to the mix, the pulse becomes sharper 
(because the tails get cancelled with higher efficiency). Objectively, the energy is redistributed from a 
wide area into a narrow peak. The pulse is the sum total (the net state) of all of those constituent 
oscillations. To take one of them away, is to change its structure. Consequently, it would be wrong to 
discuss the pulse as a state of knowledge over its components. It would be equally wrong to look for a 
sharp pulse without the presence of all of those inputs. We are dealing with an example of physical 
complementarity: either we have a sharp pulse with wide frequency spectrum, or a wide pulse with 
narrow frequency spectrum. The two profiles describe different physical entities. They can only exist 
one at a time, just like the different phases of the double-slit experiment: the interference fringes exist 
in one region, and the separated beams exist in another. 
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It may seem counterintuitive to treat wave properties as transient, because of their remarkable ability 
to carry information without loss. For example, if a diffuse beam is passed through a photo-slide, the 
picture can be recovered with high fidelity in the image plane of a lens. However, the picture is perfectly 
scrambled in the focal plane. The question is: how can it be destroyed, if it comes back with such 
precision just a few steps later? Granted, momentum states are sharp in the focal plane, but surely the 
position information is still “in there”? The answer to this query depends on two factors. First of all, can 
the wave “rebuild” the picture profile, if the latter is assumed to be lost in transit? The answer is “YES”. 
Such an outcome is mathematically demonstrable with Huygens-Fresnel analysis, and empirically 
verifiable with holographic methods. Secondly, is it physically possible for the picture to exist in the focal 
plane? The answer is “NO”. The emergence of a focal point is an outcome of wavelet interference. It is a 
gradual process of energy redistribution, in which co-planar vibrations are channeled into a cone of 
constructive interference, all the way to a diffraction-limited spot. To suggest that original components 
are preserved in this process, is to suppose that a classical medium can transfer energy without moving 
at all (in the areas with destructive interference), or that a classical object can move in several directions 
at the same time (in the areas with constructive interference). That is why a sharp momentum state of a 
wave can only co-exist with a wide position spectrum, and vice versa. The inversely proportional spectra 
represent different ways of describing the same physical state. Again, a wide position spectrum is not a 
state with many independent components. It is a single net state, mathematically equal to the sum of all 
of those virtual constituents. 
Another intuitive obstacle for this conclusion is the idea of “path knowledge”. When an image is 
restored by an optical projection, a point A on the photo-slide corresponds to a point A* on the white 
screen (Fig.3). There is a point-by-point correspondence between the source and the image. 
Accordingly, it seems natural to suspect that the image is literally carried point-by-point from one plane 
to the other. Therefore, the energy at A* must 
originate at A, and a quantum detected at A* could 
only have come from source-point A. This is what 
“path knowledge” is all about. However, classical 
waves are not composed of travelling particles. Only 
states of motion are transferred across a continuous 
medium. Yet, different states of motion can only 
merge and become lost, when they overlap on a 
single point. This is similar to the example of a four-
cylinder engine. When the pistons act on a single 
drive-shaft, there is only one state of motion in 
which the input states cannot be meaningfully 
described as “existing”. In the same way, the 
energy of a wave is constantly redistributed, as the 
wave-front advances. Only the net state at every 
stage can be real, and there is no sense in which 
the input components can be physically preserved. 
Accordingly, the image “develops” in the image 
plane as just another transient macroscopic state. 
It is unavoidable for it to evolve, given the known 
dynamics of propagation, but this is only a net-
Fig.3: Correspondence without path knowledge. 
Optical imaging is designed with geometrical models, 
but the underlying reality can only be grasped by 
Huygens-Fresnel diffraction. The rays capture the 
macroscopic structure of the projection, but cannot 
explain the microscopic dynamics without com-
plications. It is true that any point A in the Object 
Plane (OP) corresponds a diffraction-limited spot A* 
in the Image Plane (IP). Still, this is an aggregate 
effect, without necessary microscopic implications. 
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state phenomenon. It is not possible to trace the final energy of oscillation at a given point to some well-
defined source-point. Similarly, in a dual model with waves and particles, the latter can only surf the 
macroscopic profile of the pilot-wave. If two beams are superposed, a “surfer” can come from any input 
beam, and end up in any output projection. It is sure to pass through a bright fringe (if the beams are 
coherent), and to avoid the dark fringes. Aside from that, everything is at the mercy of local accidents 
that add up to a total probability distribution. 
The moral of this story is that quantum systems have to obey the principle of complementarity in a 
fundamental sense, just like all the classical waves. When a quantum is measured, it does not reveal 
some constant particle property, potentially carried from the source. Instead, it reveals a transient wave 
property that can only exist at the point of its detection. If momentum is found to have a sharp 
spectrum, then a wide “position spectrum” is the mathematical flip-side of the same observation. The 
only way to observe a sharp position state is to move the detector to a different region, where such a 
state might be able to evolve. Moreover, any kind of observation, with any kind of spectral width, is a 
“measurement”. There is nothing special about sharp states, ontologically speaking, even if they have 
distinct practical advantages. The reason for the EPR paradox was the assumption that quanta can have 
sharp properties for all of their variables at the same time. The future state of a system was presumed 
to be determined by the value of its particle-momentum at any given location. That is why the perceived 
goal of a quantum measurement was to “resolve” a sharp property, hidden in the spectral structure of a 
complex state. Remarkably, the theory insisted that non-commuting sharp properties are incompatible, 
the experiments confirmed the reality of such states at different locations, but the paradox remained 
alive because of the unshaken belief in their simultaneity. 
As a solution to this conundrum, the state of a quantum “particle” should be assumed to be determined 
by a constantly changing wave-front. As shown in the previous section, the spectral components of a 
wave are temporally extended patterns of oscillation. Yet, guided particles can only respond to net 
instantaneous states of vibration, like a surfer on a water surface. These states are always macroscopic 
and always transient. This means that a wave-function evolves to acquire (or create) sharp states at 
predictable locations. Before or after such locations, sharp states literally do not exist! Furthermore, if 
measured quanta have transient qualities, then the same applies to their correlated partners. When a 
photon is measured for momentum, it has to be detected in the focal plane of a lens. When it is 
measured for position, it has to be detected in the image plane of the same lens. What can we learn 
about the entangled partner of such a quantum? We learn about its transient momentum state in the 
focal plane, and we also learn about its transient position state in the image plane. We can never arrive 
at the conclusion that two non-commuting sharp states are real at the same time. Yet, this is not 
because of the nature of measurement, but rather because of the wave-like essence of quantum 
behavior. Detections do not force the quanta to reveal their sharp states. They expose the locations at 
which the quanta happen to acquire them. As a result, there is no paradox in the process of quantum 
complementarity, and – for this reason – no need to invoke “spooky” phenomena. 
In conclusion, Bohr was correct to defend the principle of empirical validity, and Einstein was correct to 
defend the principle of rational consistency. The tension between their views was caused by imperfect 
knowledge, and none of them could capture the whole picture. As shown above, the problem was not in 
the understanding of microscopic particles, but rather in the explanation of macroscopic oscillations. 
Classical waves had been interpreted with particle models for a very long time, which lead to mistaken 
assumptions about their underlying reality. The subtle complications of this tradition were inherited by 
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quantum mechanics, just as it was trying to make sense of newly discovered phenomena. It may have 
seemed unthinkable to question the old rules of thumb, but the result was a shared belief in the reality 
of hidden fixed properties. Accordingly, the solution is not to create new rules for quantum phenomena, 
but rather to change the interpretation of classical wave behavior from component realism to net-state 
realism. It is quite surprising, in retrospect, that classical physics was so “non-classical” and that 
quantum phenomena were – in fact – exposing the “classical” essence of the Universe. 
 
No EPR paradox – no non-locality 
Non-commuting quantum properties become sharp at different stages of propagation. They 
emerge through a process of energy redistribution. As a result, they cannot be matched 
consistently to each other, particularly in the pair-wise detection of three variables or more. If 
it was possible to measure the same quantum twice, this would be established without 
confusion. Instead, every particle is measured only once, and the subsequent state is 
determined indirectly (by measuring its twin). Entanglement is not a connection between 
quanta. It is a relationship between different variables that belong to the same quantum. 
Quantum non-locality began as an absurd loophole around the EPR paradox [3], but ended up as a 
widely accepted element of “reality”. The reason for this is a remarkable mix of fact and opinion in the 
analysis of Bell’s Theorem [21]. To be clear, it is a fact that quanta violate Bell-type inequalities. Though, 
it is only an opinion that Bell-type experiments are EPR-type experiments. Indeed, they have to pertain 
to different phenomena, in order to avoid circular reasoning. The outcome of a Bell test can be used to 
argue whether or not locality applies to the EPR setting, but not the other way around. These subtleties 
are better explained in their historical context. Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen were interested in the 
problem of completeness of quantum mechanics, and only needed to focus on the paradoxical aspects. 
When two quanta are prepared to be identical, it is enough to measure one in order to know the states 
of both. This feature can be used to study incompatible states, and it seems natural to measure one 
quantum for one property (e.g., position), and the other for a different property (e.g., momentum). Yet, 
this arrangement did not lead to a paradox, given the state of knowledge at that time. When two 
measurements are performed independently, each quantum might “collapse” on its own. Even if the 
quanta were identical at the start, they would be expected to become different after measurement, 
without troublesome implications. In contrast, if one quantum is measured and the other is not, then 
there is a paradox. Any time a quantum is observed, the state of its twin is determined with certainty, 
even if the latter is not measured. This means that quanta can have pre-existing values for incompatible 
properties, presumably at the same location. If so, then quantum variables appear to commute and not 
to commute at the same time, which is an obvious contradiction. To sum up, EPR described a gedanken 
experiment with two quanta and only one measurement, in contrast to Bell tests that require two 
quanta and two non-identical measurements in each iteration. 
How do we get from a Bell test to non-locality? The link is analytical – not physical. Suppose that we 
have two quanta, A and B, which are correlated in a pre-determined way. If quantum A is measured for 
position, then the position of quantum B is determined as well. This means that quantum B has a “real” 
sharp state of position in the absence of measurement. However, it is also possible to measure quantum 
A for momentum (instead of position). This means that quantum B also has a sharp state of momentum. 
If so, then we are left with a strange choice: either unmeasured quanta have “real” states of momentum 
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and position at the same time (in which case we have a paradox in quantum mechanics), or they do not 
(in which case we appear to have “spooky action-at-a-distance” at the moment of measurement). How 
do we know which option is valid? The answer is given by Bell’s Theorem. If quantum properties have 
incompatible statistics, then they cannot possibly exist at the same time (in a classical sense). When 
quanta violate a Bell-type inequality (such as the CHSH inequality [22]), we know that their properties 
are incompatible. Therefore, the first option of EPR is ruled out. The only remaining solution (in this 
context) is to accept the reality of non-locality. In short, an actual Bell experiment is a test of 
compatibility, which – in turn – determines the interpretation of the EPR thought experiment. 
The main impact of Bell’s Theorem was to confirm the fundamental nature of complementarity. In the 
past, there was room for doubt: maybe quantum properties only seemed to be incompatible, because of 
the way they were measured? Maybe human knowledge was limited, but not the physical reality? Yet, 
when quantum properties violate Bell’s inequality, via pair-wise detection, it is impossible for them to be 
simultaneous. Complementarity has to be an element of Nature, not just a feature of human knowledge. 
Still, this conclusion is vulnerable to the same suggestion as the EPR paradox: what about non-locality? 
What if a measurement on quantum A had an immediate effect on the measurement of quantum B? 
This would entail that simultaneous measurements do not necessarily expose real properties. Perhaps, 
measuring quantum A forces quantum B to behave in a way that leads to a violation of Bell’s inequality? 
If so, then any outcome of a Bell test can be treated as a measurement artifact. Yet, if that was the case, 
then we could no longer claim that quantum properties are fundamentally incompatible. This would 
entail that quantum properties can be real at the same time, prior to measurement, even if they do not 
commute at the moment of observation. But then, we would no longer have a reason to rule in favor of 
non-locality in the EPR example. In short, the only way to argue that non-locality is real in the EPR 
setting is by insisting that non-locality is not real in the Bell setting. Any suggestion of non-locality in the 
context of a Bell test can only serve to refute the very argument it is supposed to confirm. 
This conclusion is very instructive, because it contradicts the usual interpretation of Bell’s Theorem. In 
the mainstream view, any violation of a CHSH-type inequality is seen as a direct effect of non-locality (or 
some other type of “non-classical” process). In many cases, the technical language does not even have 
room for other explanations. The goal of a Bell test is to obtain a coefficient and to check if it obeys the 
so-called classical limit. These coefficients are derived by counting the outcomes of measurements over 
correlated particles. Accordingly, they are called “correlation coefficients”. In more or less intuitive 
terms, if the coefficients are “weak”, then they obey the inequality. If they are “strong”, then they 
violate it. As it is known, quantum coefficients violate the classical limit, and this is taken to imply that 
quantum mechanics predicts stronger correlations than classical mechanics. How is it possible to have 
such strong correlations? The typical answer is: “Because of non-locality”. And so, a violation of the 
inequality is imagined to take place by virtue of a non-local connection between the measurements. 
Indeed, the most sophisticated Bell experiments are celebrated for their ability to close all the loopholes 
for local explanation [23-25]. They are designed to have the most advanced detectors, separated by the 
largest possible distance, ensuring that settings are switched very fast and also that they are as random 
as technically possible. Regrettably, these concerns are motivated by conceptual confusion. The purpose 
of a Bell test is not to determine the level of “correlation strength”. On the contrary, these experiments 
are made with quanta that have known levels of correlation. The idea is to determine how the same 
quantum would behave in different situations. Though, twin particles are needed, because the same 
entity cannot be measured twice. In theory, the quanta can even be identical. There is no logical way for 
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two entities to be “more correlated” than that. In short, the purpose of a Bell test is to determine if two 
properties of the same quantum are statistically compatible. (If they are not compatible, then they 
cannot be real at the same time in an EPR setting). This means that coincidences between correlated 
quanta are used to derive coefficients of compatibility. When the inequality is violated, it is because the 
measured states are “less compatible”, rather than “more correlated”. Ergo, there is no reason to 
suggest that such violations are necessarily non-local. 
The most efficient way to clarify these concepts is by doing a short overview of basic probability theory. 
A primary goal of physics is to study relationships between variables, as they pertain to individual 
objects of interest. Accordingly, the role of statistical analysis – in this context – is to serve the same 
purpose. Yet, the first stage of analysis is to describe distributions of properties. For example, let us 
consider a drawer full of socks, with three dichotomous properties: color (“white”/ “non-white”), fabric 
(“cotton”/ “non-cotton”), and thickness (“thick”/ “non-thick”, unambiguously defined). To keep things 
simple, the distribution of all the properties can be assumed to be 50-50. This makes it easy to notice 
that any single property has a probability of observation of ½ (if a sock is pulled out of the drawer at 
random), and that the joint probability of any two properties is ¼. For instance, half of the white socks 
should be made out of cotton, which explains the stated probability of ¼ of getting a white cotton sock. 
Logically, this also means that the joint probability of any two states is directly factorable into the stated 
input values: P(A,B)=P(A)P(B). However, this can only be true if the listed sock properties are perfectly 
random relative to each other. In practice, it is very common for two states (e.g., “white” and “cotton”) 
to be correlated. In the extreme case, if all the cotton socks are white, then the joint probability of 
“white” and “cotton” is ½. Obviously, 0.5≠0.5·0.5. Likewise, if the two properties are anti-correlated, 
than the joint probability of “white” and “cotton” is vanishing. Ergo, there is a continuum, ranging from 
anti-correlation to perfect randomness to perfect correlation, which is in conflict with the expectation to 
have directly factorable joint probabilities. Notwithstanding, it is possible to remedy this by means of an 
additional parameter, known as λ [9]. In other words, no matter how the listed properties are combined, 
they are stable sock properties. If the rule of their joint distribution is known, it can be expressed as an 
algebraic function. Accordingly, it is still possible to factorize the joint probability of any two properties 
into the same input state (50-50), if λ is taken into account:  
P(A,B|a, b, λ)=P1(A|a,λ)P2(B|b,λ). 
Using Bell’s notation, capital letters “A” and “B” stand for observed states or events, in the preceding 
equation, while small letters “a” and “b” indicate measured variables, which correspond to angles of 
spin measurement in typical Bell experiments. In this context, the parameter λ is a “catch-all”, so it 
includes the objective probability distribution associated with each variable, as well as the correlation 
function between the measured properties. Though, it is easier to explain this process if the probability 
distribution is attributed directly to the variables (“a” and “b”), while λ is described as a correlation 
function. As a matter of common sense, the rule that describes the level of correlation is determined by 
a physical process. However, λ is not a physical parameter. This is a discussion about probabilities. The 
only thing that matters, in this context, is that λ captures the quantitative relationship behind the pairing 
of different properties. Its purpose is to help us connect one set of numbers (joint probabilities) to 
another set of numbers (single probabilities) by means of factorization. 
It is particularly helpful to note that λ cannot change the input distribution. It can only account for the 
way that two distributions (or more) are matched at the individual level. In the case of white cotton 
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socks, λ can enable factorization as long as the joint probability is between 0 and 0.5. If, on the other 
hand, it turned out that the joint probability were 0.75, then something would be wrong. There is no 
way to mix two 50-50 properties, in order to get such a high rate of coincidence in the same population. 
Ergo, the observed correlation would be incompatible with the known distribution of sock properties 
(because λ cannot account for it). Furthermore, the contribution of external factors can be identified 
even if the input parameters are not known. For example, suppose that we want to record the 
properties of a large pile of socks, but our machinery can only read one property at a time. It is still 
possible to measure coincident properties by taking advantage of the similarity between every two 
socks that make a pair. In particular, two machines can be used, such that one measures one sock for 
thickness, and the other determines the color (or fabric) of the second sock. The only data available is 
the statistics of pairwise occurrence of individual states. Though, we know that all the three properties 
belong to the same sock. Therefore, the observed coincidences should be factorable to at least one 
common distribution. This can be used to detect errors in the process of measurement. For instance, 
suppose that two series of measurements are performed. In one case, thickness is analyzed in 
coincidence with color states. In the other, thickness is recorded in coincidence with fabric states. 
However, suppose that some unsuspected chemical imbalance caused the sock fibers to shrink in the 
second case. As a result, an excessive number of socks would be counted as “non-thick”, instead of 
“thick”. Individual coincidences from each set would still be factorable to some base, but it would be 
impossible to factorize them to a common distribution, given such a distortion in the process of 
measurement. Perhaps, it might be possible to derive stable input probabilities for fabric states and 
color states, but the derived values for thickness would necessarily contain a contradiction, detectable 
with advanced statistical analysis. 
With this in mind, it is possible to gain an insight into the mechanics of Bell-type inequalities, when used 
as tests of compatibility. For any three variables (“a”, “b”, and “c”) of a physical object, it is possible to 
record pair-wise detections of coincident states (“A” with “B”, “A” with “C”, and “B” with “C”). Suppose 
that any of the recorded rates of coincidence are factorable on their own, as a function of the input 
distributions for “a”, “b”, and “c” and some function “λ”: 
P(A,B|a, b, λ)=P1(A|a,λ)P2(B|b,λ) and  
P(A,C|a,c,λ)=P1(A|a,λ)P2(C|c,λ), as well as  
P(B,C|b,c,λ)=P1(B|b,λ)P2(C|c,λ).  
However, it is impossible to factorize all the three rates of coincidence to the same common input 
distribution, unless every set of three states belongs to a single object at all times. (In theory, this can 
also happen by accident, but we can ignore this consideration for now). It is a vital element of Bell’s 
Theorem that the three rates of coincidences must be factorable together. After all, the essence of the 
EPR gedanken experiment was the discovery that quantum states appear to have pre-existing states 
(i.e., physically “real” before the measurement). If all the three variables have pre-existing distributions 
at the same time, then all the coincidences must also be factorable back to the same common statistics. 
This is the implied rule that allowed Bell to derive the inequality: 
1+E(b,c) ≥ |E(a,b)-E(a,c)| 
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where $−1 ≤ E(x,y) ≤ +1$, and the letter “E” represents the expectation value function for two coincident 
properties, adequately defined in each case. It is impossible for this inequality to hold, if the three terms 
are arbitrary relative to each other. Indeed, the variables “a”, “b” and “c” must have identical profiles in 
every measurement. In other words, they must correspond to a single objective model of reality, such 
that a repeated measurement of the same individual property would always yield the same result. Yet, 
this condition cannot hold in quantum mechanics, where many properties are fundamentally 
incompatible with each other. For example, consider the property of “spin”, associated with the 
direction of rotation of a particle, relative its axis. A classical object cannot rotate in several planes at the 
same time. Ergo, a vertical spin axis cannot be real at the same time as a diagonal or horizontal spin axis. 
Necessarily, each of the three qualities must be observed in different physical contexts. They cannot 
share a common probability distribution, and therefore violate the inequality in special circumstances. 
Physical incompatibility translates into statistical incompatibility (especially for wave-like phenomena), 
because any two states are correlated at random, without the ability to persist over multiple paired 
measurements. The beauty of Bell’s Theorem is that it made it possible to verify the nature of quantum 
properties without trying to derive specific parameters of distribution, and without the need to derive 
particular correlation functions. If the statistics of coincident properties is such that the inequality is 
violated, then λ (whatever its content) cannot be the same for all the three coincident measurements. 
Ergo, the corresponding physical states cannot be real at the same time. 
To further clarify this conclusion, suppose that property “a” appears to have a 50-50 distribution in 
coincidence with “b”, but a 60-40 distribution in combination with “c”. There is no telling how many 
particles switched states between the tests (because symmetrical changes can offset each other). Still, it 
is clear that at least 10% of the observed entities have incompatible states in the two measurements. 
The same objects have to be in state “up” in coincidence with “b”, and in state “down” in coincidence 
with “c” (or vice-versa), but all the three properties are supposed to be carried together. How does one 
describe the same entity with two contradictory states at the same time? The typical quantitative 
approach is to adopt the operation of virtual superposition. Yet, this is not an example of physical 
superposition, as it happens when wave-function amplitudes are superposed to generate local net 
states. This is simply a consequence of the inability to reduce the total statistics of multiple experiments 
to separable input states in the probability space. As suggested in the preceding chapters, non-
commuting properties are connected by a process of dynamic superposition, with constant interference, 
in which one state-vector may evolve into its own Fourier-transform. In this sense, the objective 
evolution of two reciprocal properties is “entangled” and “inseparable”. The two properties cannot be 
ascribed independent Schrödinger-type equations. Yet, the observables themselves can only become 
sharp at different stages. They cannot possibly “collapse” together in predetermined ways, and it is 
impossible for them to become superposed. It is often suggested that measurement outcomes in two 
arms of a coincident quantum observation are physically “entangled”. For instance, the output channels 
of two beam-splitters (one in each arm of a Bell test) are supposed to share a non-local connection, as if 
they could produce inseparable outcomes. Such claims are very hard to understand in the context of 
actual experiments, because the individual distributions are recorded first, and used to compute the 
rates of coincidence. It is a brute fact that observations of single runs (with fixed measurement angles) 
are both physically and mathematically separable, for any input population. The conflict is only apparent 
at the level of systems of equations, when several coincident measurements are analyzed together, in 
an effort to derive a single probability distribution that matches all the observations. To sum up, 
quantum variables are objectively inseparable in their evolution, but quantum events are perfectly 
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separable and factorable. Only in the case of pairwise detection, where the same state has to be 
determined more than once, the absence of physical correlation translates into virtual superposition. 
It is hard to miss the link between this analysis and Schrodinger’s cat. A single quantum is required to be 
in contradictory states for the same variable, depending on which other property is detected. It is as if a 
cat can be “dead” if observed in conjunction with its fur color, but “alive” in conjunction with its eye 
color. Both color properties belong to the cat at the same time, so it has to be described as “dead” and 
“alive” at the same time. Ergo, all the three qualities appear to be “entangled”, because there is no 
straightforward way to separate specific states from each other (in simultaneous triplets). Though, to 
keep the analogy faithful, it should be pointed out that we are dealing with properties that cannot be 
defined at the same time. Therefore, the cat can be physically alive during the first measurement, only 
to become dead for the second. The difficulty lies not in the observation or description of such states 
independently from each other. The problem is the impossibility to map them to a single (Kolmogorov) 
probability space [26]. The global record of coincident properties is probabilistically non-local (because it 
requires multiple Kolmogorov spaces to capture the full picture), but the physical dynamics that links the 
requisite events is beyond the scope of statistical analysis and can be local. To sum up, quantum wave-
functions contain a process of wave-like propagation, in which the evolution of multiple properties is 
often inseparable (i.e., entangled). Unfortunately, quantum mechanics denies the reality of this process 
and “collapses” it entirely onto the statistical side-effects that emerge at higher levels of abstraction. 
The real process of superposition before the act of measurement is replaced with the virtual process of 
superposition that comes up in the second-order analysis of multiple measurements, treated as a set. 
With this understanding, let us return to the problem of quantum correlations. The formalism of 
quantum mechanics applies to measurement outcomes. In a Bell test, these outcomes emerge from the 
detection of “correlated” pairs of particles. That is why it may seem that measurement entanglement is 
a consequence of particle entanglement. In other words, twin quanta are suspected of sharing some 
sort of physical connection, transcending any consideration of spatial or temporal separation. In the 
same vein, a Bell test is described as a test of correlation between such particles. Though, as shown 
above, this cannot be true. The EPR paradox is caused by a set of assumptions about the nature of 
coexisting properties of single entities. Accordingly, the purpose of a Bell test is to find statistical 
markers for relationships between variables. It just so happens that quanta change properties after 
measurement. In order to observe incompatible properties, it is desirable to have identical copies of the 
same entity (or particles conjoined by some other rule). Therefore, twin quanta must be prepared with 
known levels of correlation. As a measure of control, such particles may be detected with identical 
settings, in order to confirm the success of the preparation procedures. Still, the essence of a Bell test is 
to perform non-identical measurements. Furthermore, the nature of correlation between two variables 
is entirely reducible to the parameter λ. Yet, the celebrated virtue of Bell’s theorem is precisely the 
liberty to obtain a result, regardless of the particulars of this function. This means that a Bell test cannot 
be interpreted as a test of correlation, either between particles, or between variables. To be clear, a Bell 
test is cluster of coincident experiments. Each of these settings could be used to determine correlation 
levels between pairs of properties, but – instead – they are used together as a test of compatibility. The 
intervening steps are skipped in order to go straight to the question: do these coincident events obey 
the CHSH inequality (or any other Bell-type inequality)? If the answer is positive, then the three 
distributions are compatible with each other and can be described as “real” at the same time. If the 
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answer is negative, then the distributions are incompatible, and cannot be “real” at the same time. This 
is why it is incorrect to interpret a Bell experiment as a test of correlation. 
As a corollary of the above, philosophical arguments, quantitative analysis, as well as experimental 
considerations converge on the same conclusion: Bell experiments cannot be used to verify the reality of 
non-locality in quantum mechanics. They can only work as indicators of compatibility between the sharp 
states of quantum variables. Nonetheless, this cannot be interpreted as a “failure” of Bell’s Theorem. On 
the contrary, this is precisely the property that makes it useful for the resolution of the EPR paradox. As 
a consequence of Bell’s work and its validation, we know today that quantum mechanics is correct with 
regard to complementarity. We also know it to be a fact that quanta possess sharp states in the absence 
of measurement, as predicted by EPR. This appears to imply that non-locality is real in the case of 
correlated particles, when measured for identical properties. Yet, this conclusion only holds as long as 
the formalism of quantum theory is allowed to remain incomplete. As shown in the preceding chapters, 
the model of quantum propagation can be expanded with a Huygens-Fresnel diffraction mechanism, 
governed by the principle of net-state realism. This leads to a replacement of “spontaneous collapse” 
with “wave-function evolution” – a process that predicts the emergence of sharp states for non-
commuting variables at mutually exclusive locations. In this new light, correlated quanta behave like 
identical coins, tossed in perfectly identical conditions. If recorded in flight with fast cameras, their 
states would be seen as identical (or anti-correlated) with each other frame by frame, such that 
measuring one reveals the states of both. Yet, non-commuting properties develop at non-identical 
frames, producing incompatible statistics that can be confirmed with Bell-type analysis. The difference is 
that coin properties can be detected without disturbance, and it is not necessary to clone them for the 
detection of multiple variables. In short, Bell’s Theorem applies to all kinds of incompatible properties 
(especially classical ones). Once the EPR paradox is resolved, it cannot offer any independent reason to 
continue looking for non-locality.  
 
Experimental implications 
The measurement problem made everything else look weird in quantum mechanics. In particular, the 
relationship of non-commutativity appeared to have a demonic essence. It worked as if a hidden 
transcendental entity was changing the outcome of physical interactions by hand, to make them fit the 
formalism of quantum mechanics. In contrast, net-state realism entails the possibility of a physical 
description for the same phenomena, in tune with the principles of classical mechanics. Thus, when we 
ask: “Why do quanta violate Bell’s inequality?” – The answer is: “Because they change properties from 
context to context”. Before, it was assumed (or tacitly implied) that quanta carry stable properties. All 
the non-classical features were due to the mysteries of quantum measurement. Instead, we can now 
assume that measurements have stable properties, and that quanta evolve from context to context. The 
difference is particularly relevant for experimental considerations. For example, undetected quanta are 
supposed to be “undisturbed”. Measuring them at any stage of propagation should lead to the same 
kind of collapse (which is why they are expected to carry “path knowledge” after passing through an 
interference volume). For this reason, non-commutativity is always defined in reference to 
measurement settings alone. In the case of polarization, parallel measurements are supposed to 
commute, with a growing level of “non-commutativity” as the angle between the measurements is 
increased [5]. Though, according to net-state realism, this description is incomplete. Quanta are 
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expected to change their properties as they 
propagate. Indeed, they should change their 
objective states of polarization and violate the 
current predictions of quantum mechanics. 
Consider a polarized two-beam interferometer, in 
which one projection has vertical polarization, and 
the other is horizontal (Fig. 4). In the area of 
overlap, the cross-section must contain regions with 
constructive interference (where the two beams are 
in phase), and destructive interference (out of 
phase). If a point with constructive interference is 
isolated with a pinhole, it can be passed through a 
polarizing beam-splitter for analysis. Notably, 
when the beam-splitter axis of polarization is 
diagonal, 100 % of the photons will be transmitted 
(in ideal conditions). Still, if one of the beams were 
to be blocked, the output of the beam-splitter 
would become 50-50. Similarly, if an area with out-
of-phase superposition were isolated, 100% of the 
photons would be reflected, unless one beam is 
blocked (when the output changes back to 50-50). In short, there is a striking difference in the behavior 
of photons with and without two-beam superposition. According to the preceding analysis, it should be 
possible to violate Bell’s inequality with an experiment in which all the polarization measurements are 
parallel. For instance, two correlated beams could be sent in opposite directions, each with its own 
polarized interferometer. Pairs of measurements can be made between four locations for polarization 
analysis: (1) before overlap; (2) in an area with in-phase overlap; (3) in an area with out-of-phase 
superposition; and (4) after overlap. By changing the phase delay between the beams (e.g., with a 
mirror mounted on a nano-step stage), the same quantum can be forced to switch between two 
mutually exclusive states of polarization (in this case, diagonal and anti-diagonal). Moreover, at least 
half of the quanta from the volume of overlap would be incompatible with the states before or after 
overlap. Consequently, it is unavoidable that parallel measurements would detect incompatible 
properties, with necessary consequences on Bell-type analysis. 
A similar level of incompatibility should be possible by replacing the interferometer with a lens. If a 
beam has many modes of propagation (as well as many modes of polarization), the net state of the 
beam will change very rapidly between the focal plane of the lens and the image plane of the source. In 
the same way in which a photon can switch from sharp “momentum” to sharp “position”, it should pass 
through many net states of polarization. After all, the evolution of a beam through a lens is qualitatively 
similar to Young interference, except with a large number of source-points, instead of just two. Again, a 
violation of the CHSH inequality is expected if correlated beams with identical lenses are used (Fig.5). By 
moving a screen with a pinhole between the focal plane and the image plane, different stages of beam 
propagation can be sampled, and then passed through a polarizing beam-splitter for analysis. Just like in 
the previous example, the same photon is likely to have incompatible states of polarization at different 
stages of propagation, with corresponding effects on the statistics of coincident detections, and their 
Fig. 4: Context-dependent polarization profiles. Parallel 
measurements of polarization are supposed to commute in 
quantum mechanics. However, such states are not mutually 
compatible across space and time, especially in a context 
with variable superposition. In particular, the overlap of two 
coherent beams with orthogonal states of polarization is 
known to have net states with diagonal polarization in the 
areas with constructive interference, and anti-diagonal 
polarization in the areas with destructive interference. This 
can be used to probe the mechanism behind known 
violations of Bell’s inequality, by varying the number of 
incompatible quantum states in repeated measurements. 
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coefficients. Furthermore, contemporary quantum 
mechanics describes all the variables as 
“commuting”, unless they belong to a set with 
explicit non-commutativity. For instance, 
“momentum” and “polarization” are expected to 
commute, because “momentum” is only connected 
to “position” by means of a Fourier transform. 
Hence, the textbook prediction would be that 
coincident measurements of “momentum” and 
“polarization” obey the CHSH inequality. Still, 
momentum states are not sharp at most stages of 
propagation, and polarization is equally unstable 
(as already shown in this paragraph). This dynamics 
is missing in the standard formalism. Thus, it 
should be possible to violate a Bell-type inequality 
with coincident measurements between 
momentum and two parallel states of polarization, 
if momentum is measured in the focal plane, and 
polarization in any other subsequent plane. In the 
same manner, any combination of quantum 
variables can be forced to behave like “non-
commuting” variables, if the mechanism of their 
evolution in free space is understood. 
Another concept to consider is the boundary of quantum statistics. In theory, quantum variables cannot 
violate the so-called Tsirelson bound for coefficients of coincidence [27]. In the case of CHSH analysis, 
this corresponds to a value of 2√2, even though algebraic rules allow for violations up to a maximum 
value of 4 [28]. It is worth asking: what causes this limit? As shown in the preceding chapters, the reason 
for Bell-type violations is found in the statistical incompatibility between quantum traits. There is a 
continuum of incompatibility [5], from very low to very high, but what is hiding behind it? For a single 
pair of detections, there can be no “continuum”. Two states are either compatible, or not. Instead, it is 
natural to find gradual ranges of properties at the group level. Accordingly, the best guess is that 
compatibility levels emerge from the inverse proportion of members in a group that have incompatible 
properties. By implication, Tsirelson’s bound is determined by the fact that some quanta are expected to 
have compatible states in the mainstream approach, even when others are not. Yet, net state realism 
allows for permutations that are not included in existing formal approaches. As shown above, parallel 
measurements in the polarized Young interferometer can have settings in which 100% of the quanta 
have incompatible states. (They can be switched from diagonal to anti-diagonal polarization). With such 
a high proportion of incompatible members in a population, would it not be possible to violate 
Tsirelson’s bound? This is another interesting question that can be settled by experiment. Though, it 
should be noted that the opposite result can also be induced, if the preceding analysis is true. When 
three or four states are captured at the same exact time, the underlying physics (be it classical, or non-
classical) does not matter for statistical analysis. Compatibility is guaranteed by the fact that all the 
events are determined at once. The only reason to expect a violation of Bell’s inequality is the 
opportunity to exploit the underlying wave-like mechanics, when the same state is determined more 
Fig. 5: Coincident measurement of commuting variables 
in incompatible contexts. A source of correlated photons 
(SCP) produces two multimode beams with undefined 
states of polarization. Parallel measurements of 
polarization are expected to produce identical (or 
otherwise correlated) results, if detected at the same stage 
of propagation. However, the wave-function cannot have 
identical profiles across time, after passing through a lens. 
Parallel measurements at different stages after the focal 
plane of the lens are likely to produce incompatible 
distributions, detectable with Bell-type analysis. 
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than once (for each rate of coincidence). Accordingly, it should be possible to create situations in which 
non-commuting quantum properties fail to violate Bell-type inequalities, for example by creating sets of 
four identical quanta that are measured in a single run. 
To sum up, Bell’s theorem can be interpreted as a test of completeness of quantum mechanics. The 
standard formalism predicts the violation of Bell-type inequalities, but does not contain an explicit 
mechanism for it. In contrast, our qualitative analysis has shown both a mechanism for this effect, and a 
method for going beyond the known boundaries. Specifically, it should be possible to violate Bell’s 
inequality with so-called commuting variables and also to violate Tsirelson’s inequality, even though 
none of these predictions are known to follow from currently established formulations. 
 
Conclusion 
The EPR paradox is living proof that quantum mechanics is incomplete. It was not formulated to show 
that quantum mechanics was wrong. On the contrary, it made a strong argument that the theory was 
incomplete even if it was accurate. Unfortunately, “spooky action at a distance” was such an attractive 
concept that it was taken out of context and lost its original significance. When quantum mechanics was 
proven correct by Bell analysis, it was widely perceived as complete and non-local. However, as shown 
above, the concept of non-locality cannot apply to existing quantum experiments. Moreover – even if it 
did – it would not have the power to eliminate the contradiction in the description of non-commuting 
quantum properties. In contrast, solving the measurement problem can both eliminate the paradox and 
open the door to a complete formulation of the theory. 
The goal of this essay was to propose an alternative view on three closely related concepts in quantum 
mechanics. (1) Quantum states do not become real because they are measured. They are always real, 
but constantly change in response to their local context. This insight abolishes the measurement 
problem. (2) Quantum events do not reveal hidden input properties. Instead, they expose created 
output states that happen to be identical to input states, at mutually exclusive locations. This conclusion 
evades the EPR paradox. (3) Coincident event statistics are not determined by relationships between 
multiple quanta. They express the level of compatibility between variables that belong to single quanta. 
By implication, Bell’s Theorem is a test of realism that confirms the classical nature of wave mechanics. 
Quantum phenomena require wave models for their analysis. Unfortunately, classical oscillations have 
been interpreted with weird concepts for a very long time. Quantum behavior took the blame for those 
unsuspected problems, on top of the subtleties of wave-particle dualism. In order to sort out these 
complications, it helps to acknowledge that quantum events are produced by particles, but quantum 
variables correspond to wave properties. On closer inspection, the principles of quantum mechanics do 
not reflect relationships between measurements. They express natural properties of waves, currently 
obscured by the belief in component-state realism. Surprisingly, classical waves can violate Bell’s 
inequality, even with non-complementary observables. As shown, they might also produce “super-
quantum” statistics, by violating Tsirelson’s inequality. Hence, the incompleteness of modern quantum 
theory is a testable proposition. 
On a final note, Bell’s Theorem is known as an “impossibility proof” in quantum mechanics. Yet, John 
Bell was famously annoyed by such demonstrations, and exposed many flaws in the similar theorems of 
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his predecessors. At one point, he even suggested that “what is proved by impossibility proofs is lack of 
imagination”. In his essay “On the impossible pilot wave” [9], he expressed the hope that his discovery 
would also “one day be illuminated, perhaps harshly, by some simple constructive model” in the spirit of 
Louis de Broglie. Hopefully, this manuscript is a step in that direction. After all, the main finding is that a 
variant of the de Broglie-Bohm model, combined with net-state realism, can be developed to provide a 
complete formulation of quantum mechanics. 
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